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[1] We analyze from a conceptual point of view, the role of
layer thickness on fault vertical restriction, size distribution
and shape evolution. We propose a model of fault growth
from an initially circular/elliptical shape of individual (but
kinematically interrelated in a coherent fault zone) fault
segments to a final rectangular shape. Faults (or fault
segments) that do not interact strongly with the stratigraphy
grow vertically as nonrestricted with circular to elliptical
shapes. Linkage of those faults leads to elliptical shapes for
large composite faults. In contrast, faults (or fault segments)
whose vertical growth is restricted by the layer thickness
evolve from circular to elliptical with progressively larger
aspect ratios. In a sequence with heterogeneous strength and
varying layer thickness, individual faults within each layer
are restricted, producing a complex irregular tipline for the
aggregate large fault. The irregular geometry will persist as
long as the tendency for horizontal fault growth exceeds that
for linkage; once linkage across layers occurs, then more
regular elliptical tiplines will evolve. Because longer faults
have larger displacements, then for brittle strain to be equal in
layers of different thickness, more faults are needed in thin
layers for the total displacements, and thus the strains, to
balance. As a result, irregular fault shapes can evolve as more
new faults grow in thinner layers into more rectangular
shapes. INDEX TERMS: 5104 Physical Properties of Rocks:

Fracture and flow; 5475 Planetology: Solid Surface Planets:

Tectonics (8149); 8010 Structural Geology: Fractures and faults;

8109 Tectonophysics: Continental tectonics—extensional (0905);

8110 Tectonophysics: Continental tectonics—general (0905).
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1. Introduction

[2] The literature provides many clear examples from 3D
seismic analysis and analogue modeling in which large-
scale faults have a rectangular shape (Figure 1) [e.g., Childs
et al., 1995; Leveille et al., 1997; Guglielmo et al., 2000;
Kattenhorn and Pollard, 2001; Marchal et al., 2003]; today,
seismic interpreters in petroleum companies and 3D seis-
mics visualization software construct 3D fault models with
rectangular fault shapes. This approach contrasts with the
conceptual circular to elliptical shape proposed by numer-

ous authors for single faults (Figure 2a) [e.g., Barnett et al.,
1987; Walsh and Watterson, 1989; Willemse, 1994], and
which is typically used in numerical modeling of fault
growth and linkage [e.g., Willemse et al., 1996; Willemse,
1997; Crider and Pollard, 1998; Maerten et al., 1999].
Although faults with circular or elliptical tiplines may be in
general poorly illustrated by real examples, they provide a
starting point from which to consider how layering might
impact on fault shape. On the other hand, there exists an
incomplete understanding of the evolution of fault shape
from the scale of a single fault to the scale of a large,
composite fault comprising multiple soft- or hard-linked
segments.
[3] Nicol et al. [1996] suggest that restricted faults due to

layering or mechanical anisotropy tend to have horizontal,
elongated elliptical shapes. Recent work emphasizes the
role of vertical fault restriction on the elliptical elongated
fault shape (Figure 2b) [R. Soliva and A. Benedicto,
Geometry, scaling relations and spacing of restricted normal
faults, submitted to J. Struct. Geol., 2003], with lengths as
much as 8 times the height.
[4] Growth by fault linkage can also lead to irregular

elongated ellipses [e.g., Willemse, 1994; Willemse et al.,
1996]. Mansfield and Cartwright [1996] argue that the

Figure 1. Rectangular shape of a fault from 3D seismic
data, from Marchal et al. [2003].
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coalescence of initially elliptical fault segments leads to
shapes elongated parallel to the fault strike direction. In
their conceptual model (see their Figure 12) they suggest
without elaboration that fault linkage may lead to nearly
rectangular final fault shapes.
[5] Is the rectangular shape of large faults real or an

artifact of seismic data? If it is real, how is their shape
related to the circular/elliptical shapes? The purpose of this
paper is to answer affirmatively to these two questions,
and to propose a conceptual model of fault growth from an
initially circular/elliptical shape of individual (but kine-
matically interrelated in a coherent fault zone) fault seg-
ments to a final rectangular shape of vertically restricted,
composite (soft- or hard-linked) fault segments. The con-
trolling parameter identified here is the layer thickness

managing the fault vertical restriction, size distribution and
shape evolution.
[6] The proposed model is developed considering a

stratigraphic sequence having layers of variable thickness,
with the same strength, and separated by mechanical dis-
continuities. This has major implications for 3D fault
segmentation, fault distribution in heterogeneous sequences,
reservoir fracturing and prediction, and fault transmissivity
properties associated with fault displacement gradients.

2. Vertical Fault Restriction

[7] In layered sequences, the vertical fault height can be
limited, or restricted, by the thickness of the lithologic layer
[e.g., Nicol et al., 1996; Gross et al., 1997; Wilkins and

Figure 2. Sketch illustrating fault growth evolution from an initially circular/elliptical shape of individual faults to a final
rectangular shape of vertically restricted, composite (linked) fault. The controlling parameter of the fault vertical restriction,
size distribution and shape evolution is the layer thickness.
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Gross, 2002]. Restricted faults with length higher than the
vertical height are characterized by larger values of near-tip
displacement gradients vertically than horizontally. Vertical
restriction occurs when the typical properties of the inter-
face or adjacent layer inhibit and prevent propagation of the
fault tip across the sequence; continued horizontal propa-
gation within the layer leads to elliptical restricted faults
parallel to bedding. In contrast, smaller faults in layered
sequences [e.g., Willemse, 1997], and faults in massive,
nonlayered units such as granitic plutons [e.g., Martel and
Boger, 1998], may not be vertically restricted and can have
vertical near-tip gradients comparable to those along the
horizontal axis of the fault [Walsh and Watterson, 1988;
Crider and Pollard, 1998; Kattenhorn and Pollard, 2001].
[8] Mechanical interaction between faults can also lead to

larger values of displacement and tip gradients, comparable
to those of restricted faults, for fault geometries that impede
propagation [e.g., Segall and Pollard, 1980; Crider and
Pollard, 1998; Gupta and Scholz, 2000; Kattenhorn and
Pollard, 2001]. Downdip linkage of faults commonly
occurs at lithologic contacts [e.g., Wilkins and Gross,
2002], indicating a physical relationship between layering,
vertical restriction and fault segmentation.
[9] In summary, stratigraphic layering can control the

vertical dimensions of faults and fault segments as long as a
sufficiently large contrast in material properties exists be-
tween the layers. Fault restriction can thus be achieved
either for inhomogeneous sequences (e.g., interbedded
sandstones/shales [Wilkins and Gross, 2002]) or for homo-
geneous lithologies separated by either thin beds or weak
interfaces [Cooke and Underwood, 2001]. In this paper we
focus on the latter case, which is commonly found in
carbonate or sandstone units, cut by discrete fault segments,
and separated by thin shale beds [e.g., Wilkins and Gross,
2002]. Although many authors [Mandl, 1987; Childs et
al., 1995; Marchal et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2003] have
suggested that in many cases vertical fault segmentation is
produced by fault propagation through a multi-layer, here
we note that discrete fault segments may appear and
propagate individually in sufficiently different layers, all
along a kinematically coherent fault zone.

3. Horizontal Fault Length and Layer Thickness

[10] Growth of unrestricted faults can produce nearly
circular or elliptical shapes [e.g., Nicol et al., 1996; Martel
and Boger, 1998] if the rock strength is comparable along
the fault tipline [e.g., Cowie and Scholz, 1992]. On the other
hand, continued horizontal growth of vertically restricted
faults is well documented in clay models [e.g., Ackermann
et al., 2001] and in the field [e.g., Cowie et al., 1993;
Scholz, 1997], leading to an increase in the aspect ratio
(length/height) [Willemse et al., 1996; Gudmundsson, 2000;
Schultz and Fossen, 2002].
[11] The increase in aspect ratio limits the eventual length

of a restricted fault. As noted by [Willemse et al., 1996;
Gudmundsson, 2000; Schultz and Fossen, 2002], the dis-
placement gradients vary along the restricted fault, being
larger along the vertical direction and smaller along
the horizontal one. Although it might be thought that a
restricted fault could increase in length indefinitely, its
ability to accumulate displacement degrades with increasing

length [Willemse et al., 1996; Schultz and Fossen, 2002].
Eventually, at some value of length, the displacement
gradient at the horizontal tip of a restricted large-aspect-
ratio fault decreases below the critical value [e.g., Cowie
and Scholz, 1992; Scholz, 1997] necessary for propagation
[e.g., Gupta and Scholz, 2000]. As a result, horizontal
growth of a restricted fault ceases, leading to a maximum
length that depends on the layer thickness. Thus, layer
thickness controls both the vertical height and the maximum
horizontal length of restricted faults.

4. Fault Growth Across the Stratigraphy

[12] Given the relationships between layer thickness,
vertical restriction, and horizontal fault length discussed
above, the shape of a growing segmented fault will
evolve along either of two opposed paths: nonrestricted or
restricted (right-hand side of Figure 2). The final shape of a
large, composite fault, however, whose height exceeds layer
thickness, depends additionally on the strength contrasts
between the layers. The strength characteristics of layered
sequences determine whether large faults maintain their
elliptical shape or produce irregular or rectangular shapes.
[13] Faults that do not interact strongly with the stratig-

raphy (i.e., in massive or mechanically homogeneous units),
or with nearby isolated faults, will begin and continue to
grow as nonrestricted faults with circular to elliptical shapes
(Figure 2a). Interaction and linkage of faults (or fault
segments) within this sequence leads to vertical growth
and, eventually, elliptical shapes for large composite faults
(Figure 2c) [e.g., Cowie et al., 2000] (case considered by
Nicol et al. [1996] and byWalsh et al. [2003] in their studies
of fault shape).
[14] In contrast, faults whose vertical dimensions and

growth are limited by the layer thickness (Figure 2b) evolve
from circular to elliptical shapes with progressively larger
aspect ratios. In the case of a faulted stratigraphic sequence
with heterogeneous strength due to layering and varying
layer thickness, individual faults within each layer are
restricted [Nicol et al., 1996], producing a complex irregular
tipline for the aggregate large fault (Figure 2d). The
irregular geometry will persist as long as the tendency for
horizontal fault growth exceeds that for vertical linkage;
once linkage across layers occurs, then more regular ellip-
tical tiplines will evolve (Figure 2c).
[15] An irregular fault shape such as shown in Figure 2e

represents an unstable configuration that will evolve with
time. For equal brittle strains to be accommodated in layers
of unequal thickness, more faults are needed in thinner
layers than in thicker ones. This comparison assumes
comparable values of deformability for each layer, as
documented for different rocktypes at appropriate field
scales [e.g., Bieniawski, 1978]. For example, for a layer
with a single restricted 2D-fault, the normal strain e =
(DLH)/V = (DLH)/(LHW), where D is maximum fault
displacement (the heave component), L is fault length, H
is fault height, and W is measured normal to the fault plane
(for given dip angle [Scholz, 1997; Schultz, 2003]). Since W
is proportional to the fault dimensions [e.g., Barnett et al.,
1987], e is proportional to D. Because longer faults have
larger displacements, then for brittle strain to be equal in
layers of different thickness, more faults are needed in thin
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layers for the total displacements, and thus the strains, to
balance. As a result, irregular fault shapes (Figure 2e) will
evolve as more new faults grow in thinner layers into more
rectangular shapes (Figures 2f and 2g).

5. Conclusions and Implications

[16] We highlight the role of layer thickness in vertical
fault restriction and in the evolution of fault shape. We
propose that the homogeneous vs. heterogeneous mechan-
ical strength of many layered sequences can produce the
variety of fault shapes that are observed in nature, including
circular, elliptical, irregular, and rectangular. This may
explain why faults observed in 3D high-resolution seismic
data or from 4D analog models [e.g., Marchal et al., 2003]
within layered sequences commonly exhibit rectangular
shapes.
[17] The fault growth model (here referred to segmented

faults) implies a greater number of fault segments in thinner
layers than in thicker ones which in turn suggests a greater
degree of fault segmentation and displacement heterogene-
ity in thinner layers. As vertical restriction reduces the
ability of faults to link vertically, individual (soft- or hard-
linked) fault segments will persist longer, so large-scale
faults will preserve more segmentation in mechanically
heterogeneous sequences than those in homogeneous
sequences. The mechanical properties of the stratigraphy
thus determine both the final shape of larger faults (circular/
elliptical versus rectangular) and their slip distribution,
which controls the associated properties along the fault
zone (e.g., transmissivity and fault sealing). We infer that
the architecture and physical properties of large crustal
faults depend critically on the mechanical heterogeneity of
the stratigraphic sequence.
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